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Notes:  An irregularly variable orange star situated on the right shoulder of
Orion.  From Ibt al Jauzah, the Armpit of the Central One or Giant.
Influence:  According to Ptolemy it is of the nature of Mars and Mercury.
It gives martial honour, preferment and wealth.
If culminating:  Great military fortune, command, invention, ingenuity and helps in the
perfection of arts and sciences.  If at the same time with Sun, Moon or Jupiter, ample fortune
and great honour.  With Sun:  Interest in and ability for occult and mystical subjects; acute
diseases, fevers, honour and preferment ending in final ruin.  With Moon:  Active mind,
strong will, turbulent, rebellious under restraint, military success but suffering through
quarrels with superiors, likelihood of great power, honour and wealth.  With Mercury:
Serious, studious, scientific and literary . . . —from Fixed Stars, by Vivian Robson.  Buy.
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On the inevitability of Hellenistic astrology

IT has occurred to me that if a certain
self-employed professor, with some 19
published volumes to his credit, were

to declare himself the successor to Otto
Neugebauer (professor, Brown University)
and David Pingree (also a professor at
Brown) and seek a position in classics at a
well-endowed private university, perhaps
one with a Dean looking to shake things up
a bit, Hellenistic astrology might establish a
beachhead in the world of academe.

Hellenistic astrology has long been the
darling of academics, who have disguised
their interest by calling the subject “history
of mathematics” and “ancient astronomy.”
Hellenistic astrologers have borrowed this
academic standing to claim Greek astrology
to be the one true religion and while I find
that annoying, it can be used to our benefit.

An established private university can
teach whatever it likes, without fear it will
lose state funding or worry about accredita-
tion.  I don’t expect the eventual classes to
be titled, “Hellenistic Astrology 101,” but

rather, “Practical Greek Astronomy,” etc.  In
this regard, the masterful way in which Jean
Rhys Bram passed off her translation of
Firmicus as anything but an astrological
treatise can be carefully studied.

ELSEWHERE this week was a
query if we are still at the opening
stages of the Hellenistic project.  I

am of the opinion we are near to the end of
the beginning, as a great many errors have al-
ready been set in stone, so to speak.  That the
Greeks used equal or whole houses, for ex-
ample.  So far as anyone knows, the great
Ptolemy did not bother with houses at all.
Vettius Valens, his contemporary, was ex-
plicit.  In Book I he gives six or seven largely
useless methods to compute the ascendant,
none of which rely upon an actual time of birth.
Later in Book I he tells how to obtain the mid-
heaven from an ascending degree—and is, by
the way, deadly accurate.  In Book III he takes
these quadrants, trisects them and gives the
resulting cusps explicitly.  Which are Por-
phyry houses, though Valens does not know
to use the name.  Elsewhere in his text are
sketchy Alcabitus houses, which are similar
to Placidus.  I have come to wonder if mod-
ern Hellenists are broadly-enough read to fully
understand the books in front of them.  Which
reminds me to get back to work on Valens.

On the inevitability of Hellenistic astrology
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Attractiveness is an essentially Venusian
quality, that planet having rule over all
unificatory relationships.  At the same time
it is to be remembered that “like attracts
like,” and therefore every type tends to
interest similar types, although this is true
rather of persons having the same influ-
ence differently stressed in their horo-
scopes, as when the Sun of one is on the
ascendant of another, and so on.  Only a
very unindividualized person is unattrac-
tive to almost everyone.  Strong aspects
between Venus and Uranus tend most
of all to make a fascinating or magnetic
person, and if the 5th house is involved
there may be great attractiveness for
members of the opposite sex.
Awkwardness is probably usually
caused by afflictions to Mercury or Ju-
piter in mutable signs, ruling the limbs,
while Venus or Libra is often involved
in its aspect of harmonization and ad-
aptation to the environment.  It is prob-
able that Mars, from its carelessness and
roughness, is often involved.
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(continued, page 4)

The Moon and the Over-
weight Problem, part 3

The German Legal Day
Starts At Noon

ON Monday Liz Rozan of Natural
Rhythms Consulting asked about
the chart for a German client, if the

birth time was what it was, or if she should
add twelve hours to it.  I replied, If you’re
not happy with what you’ve got, add twelve
hours and see if that’s any better.

On Wednesday she emailed back and
said that adding twelve hours made the chart
work.  And then for thanks she gave me the
URL of site that gave the law for the Ger-
man Legal Day.  The key passages read,

(3) Die koordinierte Weltzeit ist
bestimmt durch eine Zeitskala mit
folgenden Eigenschaften:
Sie hat am 1. Januar 1972, 0 Uhr,
dem Zeitpunkt 31. Dezember 1971,
23 Uhr 59 Minuten 59,96 Sekunden,
der mittleren Sonnenzeit des
Nullmeridians entsprochen.

Which, in the translation by Markus
Kuhn became,

(3) Coordinated Universal Time is
defined as a time scale with the fol-
lowing properties:
On 1 January 1972, 0 hours, it cor-
responds to 31 December 1971,
23 hours, 59 minutes, 59.96 sec-
onds mean solar time on the null
meridian.

“Null meridian” is that which passes
through London.

“Mean solar time” is defined by Wiki as:
a reckoning of the passage of time
based on the Sun's position in the
sky.  . . . Fix a tall pole vertically in
the ground; at some instant on any
sunny day the shadow will point
exactly north or south (or disappear,
if the Sun is directly overhead). That
instant is local apparent noon: 12:00
local apparent time.

— The smoking gun, at last.  The legal
day, in Germany, starts at NOON.  Not mid-
night.  In Section 5 we learn this law came
into effect on the day following its procla-
mation.  Which by default would have been
at noon, of course.  Which reaffirmed exist-
ing law, because if there had been a change,
there would have been a period of time for
the act to have become known and for ad-

justments to be made.  This is standard pro-
cedure.

Know that governments are composed
of laws, are bound by them and are their
slaves.  Laws are what governments do,
they are its stock in trade.  Just as car deal-
ers have cars, hamburger joints have food,
strippers have clothes they don’t wear, so
governments have laws.

Know that birth certificates are state-is-
sued legal documents which all citizens are
required to have.  As we know the Germans
habitually record times in a 24 hour format
and do not use “am” or “pm”, we may there-
fore conclude that, according to law, the Ger-
man birth clock begins and ends at NOON.  Not
midnight.  Legal time, not civil, at least so far
as Germany in 1972 was concerned.

This act was replaced on July 12, 2008,
but the only change was to shift from Coordi-
nated Universal Time to Coordinated World
Time, which is splitting hairs.  No other
changes were made.

This law applies only to Germany.  No
other country.  However, as it is based on
physical realities that cannot be avoided, we
will probably be safe if we presume the gen-
eral principle, that the legal day starts at noon,
applies to other European countries who use
a 24 hour clock.  We remember the homog-
enizing tendency of the European Union, to
seek out and kill discrepancies.  Which is to
say that if there were exceptions to 0h = noon
as legal time so far as Europe is concerned,,
we would have heard about them by now.

I UNCOVERED the noon-based birth
clock a year ago by purely astrological
means and have insisted on it since, de-

spite many who said I was wrong.  I asked
those who were skeptical to go to their local
hospital, find the person in charge of birth
records, and ask, but none of my detractors
did.  They were convinced otherwise.  I sup-
pose they always will be.  We live in stub-
born times.  (I would ask at my local hospi-
tal, but the rules over here are clear.)

But I regret to say this means the births in
many countries are a complete mess.  The 24
hour time given to you might have been from
a legal document of some sort, to which you
should add 12 hours to obtain civil time.

Or it might be from mother’s memory.
You will not know unless you ask.  Person-
ally?  I have seen the 12 hour problem so of-

IF the progressed Moon is increasing
in light the native will want to eat
more, so that any dietary lapse

counteracts a transiting-decreasing
Moon’s reducing power.

If only somewhat overweight, start with
the 1st quarter New Moon on a 3.5 day
liquid diet (fruit and vegetable juices,
coffee and tea taken plain, soups and skim
milk), augmented during the next 3.5 days
of this quarter by green salads, vegetables,
red meat, fish, whole-wheat products, etc.,
omitting sauces & dressings, starches,
sweets & all fattening fruits.  This non-fat
diet supplies the minerals, vitamins & bulk
the body needs but not the extra calories
that it doesn’t need, so that it draws on its
own store.  If the few extra pounds are then
lost, follow a non-fat diet thereafter.  Brisk
walks, outdoor work & games will quicken
the losing pace but retain tone.

So much for ordinary reduction to keep
in trim.  If obese, however, stay on this
regimen for as many months as necessary,
starting every Full Moon phase with the
first 3.5 day’s liquid diet as already
suggested.  Rapid reducing of obese cases
is extremely undesirable and even
dangerous, however, because of too-radical
a change in the established tempo (seeing
that most cases of obesity involve Leo and
thus the heart, the body’s motor).  It is safer
to make haste slowly, so more leeway in
diet is allowed, to include whole milk, eggs,
potatoes, etc. during the tapering-off period
of months — even a year in some cases,
especially if Leo is prominent in the chart.
— The Way of Astrology, 1967.  Buy
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Part 73:

This is a serialization of Vivian Robson’s
A Student’s Text-Book of Astrology.

—A Student’s Text-Book of Astrology, 1922.
Buy.  

Health and
Accidents
Parts of the body, types of disease, continued:—

From Mundane Astrology, by Raphael

On the 1st House

—  Mundane Astrology, The Astrology of
Nations & States, by H.S. Green, Raphael &
C.E.O. Carter.  Buy

Virgo:  Rules abdomen, umbilicus, bowels,
intestines, lower spine, fingers.  Ailments:
Bowel disorders, colic, dysentery, diarrhoea,
constipation, dyspepsia, debility, worry.
Remarks:  Worry over health. Saturn here,
sickness early in life, headaches & mental
diseases.  Mars, danger from bad food, but
sometimes power to resist disease through
hygiene.  Moon, danger to eyes.
Libra:  Rules kidneys, lumbar region,
skin. Ailments:  skin & kidney disorders,
diabetes, Bright’s disease, nephritis,
lumbago, eczema, blood disorders.
Remarks: Saturn here, locomotor ataxia,
and danger of contagious diseases.
Scorpio: Rules urinary & generative organs,
nose, anus, bladder, appendix, pelvis.
Ailments:  Piles, ruptures, fistulas, venereal
diseases, heart, throat & blood disorders,
infectious diseases, and ailments arising
from excess.  Remarks:  Saturn here, liable
to epidemic complaints.  Jupiter, gout, blood
poisoning, hereditary diseases.  Venus
venereal diseases, heart trouble at end of life.
Sagittarius:  Rules hips, thighs, nerves,
arteries.  Ailments:  Rheumatism, sciatica,
gout, blood trouble, ailments affecting lungs
& nerves.  Remarks:  Saturn here, danger of
nervous breakdown at end of life.  Mars
danger from operations or medical errors.
Capricorn:  Rules knees, hands, bones,
joints, teeth.  Ailments:  Rheumatism, skin
diseases, eczema, leprosy, impetigo,
urticaria, colds & chills, ailments affecting
the knees.  Remarks:  Saturn here, chronic
illness, Mars acute diseases.  Sun heart
disease.  Moon biliousness, melancholia,
hypochondriasis, chest & throat troubles.

Health and
Accidents

In a Nativity: Food, clothing, comforts &
domestic pets; mental or physical conflicts
resulting from the externalization of the Ego.
As such it depicts any enmity between the
Ego & the physical body, out of which
mental, nervous or organic disease may
develop.  It is an obscure arc, since the
nature of service rendered or received is
more or less personal, unobtrusive &
routine.  It has been termed the House of
Service in that it portrays one’s capacity to
serve, as also the character & qualities of
those that serve him—his employees &
dependents, and his relations with them.  As
the Sixth House is the third from the Fourth,
it pertains to uncles & aunts on the father’s
side (Fourth House).

Sixth House action is generally under the
Native’s control; while Twelfth House
derivatives by way of inhibitions,
repressions & frustrations, spring from
causes over which the Native has no control.

In a Mundane Figure: The public
health; the armed forces, civil service
workers & police, as the servants of the
country; and in general, the laboring class
& the workers in all trades; and all
involuntary services rendered by the people.

In a National Figure: the Labor Party.
In a Court of Law: the deliberations of

the jury, and the Court records as the field
of activity of the Court reporter.

In an Organization: the workers or
employees, their attitude, efficiency &
general condition; the health condition of
the personnel as affecting the organization.
Strikes & labor troubles which have there
inception here, will take form in the Twelfth
House.
— Encyclopedia of Astrology, by Nicho-
las de Vore, $29.95.  Buy.

The Sixth House
from The Encyclopedia of
Astrology by Nicholas deVore

The Sixth House

THE first house is the most impor-
tant of the twelve, for in every mun-
dane map it represents the People, the

general condition of the country, state of af-
fairs in the country, and in a general sense
the public health.

If a planet is therein, its position and as-
pects should be carefully noted, but if no
planet is placed therein, then the position and
aspects of the ruler of the sign on the cusp of
the house should be considered.  This applies
to all twelve houses.

If a benefic be in the first house, it denotes
that the general condition of the country and
people will be good, that affairs will improve,
and things generally connected with the inter-
nal condition of the nation will be satisfactory.
If well aspected, or essentially dignified, the
good will be all the more marked, but if af-
flicted, then the benefit will be lessened, and in
that particular matter denoted by the house ruled
over by the afflicting planet.

If a malefic is in the Ascendant or ruling
over it, then much trouble is shown in the
country, things being unsettled, health of the
people bad.  If afflicted by other planets the
evil will be more marked, but if well aspected,
the troubles will be mitigated to some extent.

The following are the general influences
of Lunations and the planets in the houses,
either at Lunations or Solar Ingresses.

The New Moon falling in the ascendant
shows many changes in the country, much
activity, and if well aspected many benefits
to the community at large, according to the
position of the planets making such good as-
pects.  If afflicted it denotes much unrest and
discontent, ill-health among the people, and
affairs generally will be unsatisfactory.

On the 1st House

T
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ten that if the chart with the original time does
not immediately snap into focus, I add
twelve.

AstroDataBank has notably set all its birth
times in a 24 hour format, where 0h = mid-
night.  There are two problems with this.

First, in countries like Germany, ADB’s
time differs from known legal time by twelve
hours.  Technically the AstroDataBank is in
Switzerland, not Germany, but there is no
compelling reason to think the Germans, the
Swiss, the French, the Dutch, the Italians, the
Spanish (etc.) do not all record their births
with the same noon = 0 hour legal clock.

Second, ADB reformats times given in
other formats to a 24 hour clock, 0h = mid-
night, and then reformats that, as an after-
thought, back to the original.  Such as “16:45
(= 4:45 PM )” for a US birth, when US births
(up to about a decade ago), were always given
in discreet “am” and “pm.”

Standard data formatting always gives the
original first (whatever it may be) and any
equivalents second.  Which would be “4:45
PM = 16:45.”  This avoids confusion, it tells
us clearly what the original time was, it un-
covers noon/midnight assumptions and, finally,
avoids transcription errors, as much as hu-
manly possible.  (Trust me.  There are a lot of
transcription errors on birth certificates, includ-
ing a twenty minute one on mine, the result of
misreading a hand-written “5” for a “3”.)

While Germany (and I presume much of
the rest of the world) has long used a legal
day that starts at noon, since 2003 the US
has explicitly required birth records to be set
in a 24 hour clock that starts at midnight, as
you may read here.  I have been dealing with
“standard” time issues since 1986.  If you
are to have any hope of getting your charts
right, you must know the local law, in de-
tail.  There are many pitfalls.

GAUQUELIN
REVISITED

I PROMISED a survey of athletes to see
if I could confirm my hunch that
Gauquelin got his birth times 12 hours

premature, but it seems now that he in fact
did.  The overall number of German charts
(3000) was large enough that if Germany was
the only country with noon as the legal start,
the discrepancies between German charts and
the rest would have been obvious and would
have been noted.

Here are Heisman Trophy winners, all
that have birth times, starting with the most
recent, who won the award in 1992:

Gino Torretta, born August 10, 1970,
11:56 am EDT, Miami, FL (disputed).  As-
cendant Libra, chart ruler Venus in Libra in

the 12th, Sun-Mars conjunct in Leo in the 10th.
Desmond Howard, born May 15, 1970,

9:42 am, Cleveland.  Ascendant Cancer, ruler
Moon conjunct Pluto in Virgo in the 3rd, Mars
conjunct Venus in Gemini in 12.

Doug Flutie, October 23, 1962, 3:30 am,
Baltimore.  Ascendant Virgo, ruling planet
Mercury in Libra in the 2nd, Mars in Leo in
the 12th.

Earl Campbell, March 29, 1955, 4:45
pm, Tyler, TX.  Ascendant Virgo, ruling
planet Mercury in Pisces in the 7th, Mars in
Taurus in the 9th.

Tony Dorsett, April 7, 1954, 2:50 pm,
Rochester, PA.  Ascendant 0 Virgo, ruler
Mercury in Pisces in the 8th (if Leo asc, Sun
in Leo in the 9th), Mars in Sagittarius in 5.

Archie Griffin, August 21, 1954, 5:00
pm, Columbus, OH.  Ascendant Capricorn,
ruling planet Saturn in Scorpio in the 9th,
Mars in Sagittarius in the 9th.

James Plunkett, December 5, 1947, 2:30
am, San Jose, CA.  Ascendant Libra, ruling
planet Venus in Capricorn in the 3rd, Mars in
Virgo in the 11th.

O.J. Simpson, July 9, 1947, 8:08 am, San
Francisco.  Ascendant Leo, ruling planet Sun
in Cancer in the 11th, Mars in Gemini in the
10th.

Gary Beban, August 5, 1946, 10:06 am,
San Francisco.  Ascendant Aries, ruling planet
Mars (conjunct Venus) in Virgo and the 6th.

Roger Staubach, born February 5, 1942,
4:25 am, Cincinnati.  Ascendant Sagittarius,
ruler Jupiter in Gemini in 6, Mars in Taurus
in 5.

John David Crow, July 8, 1935, 10 pm,
Marion, LA.  Ascendant Pisces, ruler Jupiter
in Virgo in the 9th, Mars in Libra in 8.

Paul Hornung, December 23, 1935, 8:55
am, Louisville, KY.  Ascendant Aquarius,
ruling planet Saturn in Pisces in 2, Mars in
Aquarius in 1.

Howard “Hopalong” Cassidy, born
March 2, 1934, 6:20 am, Columbus, OH.
Ascendant Aquarius, Saturn in Aquarius on
the ascendant.  Mars conjunct Venus in Pi-
sces in the 1st.

Alan Ameche, June 1, 1933, 8:00 pm,
Kenosha, WI.  Ascendant Sagittarius.  Jupi-
ter, Mars and Moon conjunct in Virgo in 9.

Glenn Davis, December 26, 1924, 6:40
am, Claremont, CA.  Ascendant 0 Capricorn,
ruler Saturn in Scorpio in 11.  If late Sagit-
tarius, ruler Jupiter in Capricorn in 1st.  Mars
in Aries and 3.

Doc Blanchard, December 11, 1924,
7:30 pm, Bishopville, SC.  Cancer rising,
ruling planet Moon in Gemini in the 12th.
Mars in Pisces in the 9th.

Tom Harmon, September 28, 1919, 7:30
am, Rensselaer, IN.  Libra rising, Venus in
Virgo in the 12th, Mars in Leo in 11.

Larry Kelley, born May 30, 1915, 6:00
am, Conneaut, OH.  Ascendant Gemini, rul-
ing planet Mercury conjunct Pluto conjunct
Saturn in Cancer in the 1st, Mars conjunct
Venus in Taurus in the 12th.

Which are all the Heisman winners who
have birth times.  A proper analysis can re-
veal why each of these men won the award
and outline their subsequent careers.

This is not a big enough sample for de-
finitive results, but let’s do some totals:

Ascending sign, by element:  Air.
Ruling planet:  Mercury.  Venus was 2nd.
Ruling houses:  9th and 12th (tie).
Mars by sign:  Water is absent, others tied.
Mars by house:  9th.  12th was second.
These results suggest Gauquelin’s

original 12th-9th results are correct.  Not
my 180O shift. This is, by the way, how we
can establish that M. Gauquelin was a smart
man and made correct calculations.  It also
suggests that if you do not have Mars in the
Gauquelin sectors, the ruling planet will do
as well.  Note the absence of Mars in water
signs.  Mars appeared four times in air and
five in each of fire and earth.  All these births
were in the US and are unaffected by Ger-
man time problems.  Finally,

SINCE he’s listed here, do I think O.J.
did it?  I have never studied his chart
and looking at it now I just don’t see

it.  The worst I can find is his Saturn-Pluto
conjunction in Leo in the 12th, where Sat-
urn rules the 7th, of the wife.  The 12th is the
wife/partner’s house of health and well-be-
ing.  Saturn-Pluto there can be nasty and
abusive to the wife, but not fatal.  Move that
conjunction to OJ’s second — Nicole’s 8th
— and you get death all over the place.  You
get almost the same if you move it to OJ’s
10th — the wife’s 4th — which represents
the End of the Road, etc.

So far as, couldn’t Uranus rule Aquarius
and the 7th, well, yeah, it could.  Which
makes the question, wouldn’t its conjunction
with Venus have something to do with it?

And the answer is no, because Uranus and
Venus are in different signs and so do not
“speak the same language.”  Venus-Uranus
conjunct has to do with kinky sex and while
Gemini can get really kinky, there is no com-
bination of the two that is in the least fatal.

Mars-Uranus when conjunct can be ex-
tremely violent and when in Gemini, ex-
tremely cruel, but at 17 degrees of orb, will
simply fail to get together.

I once speculated that OJ may have been
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THE  SALES
There are two.  Take your pick:

THE FIRST SALE:
BUY A BOOK - GET ANOTHER AT HALF PRICE.

The rules:  Buy any book or tarot deck
at regular price, get an Astrology Classics
book of equal or lesser value at HALF PRICE.

Minimum order:  Two books.  There is
no maximum.

Astrology Classics books are the 50
which we publish.  Find the complete list
HERE.  Any book (including Vedic), any tarot
deck, paired with one of the books we pub-
lish, will work.  You can even get two As-
trology Classics books, one at full price, one
at half price.  Any combination.

On the second page of the shopping
cart, in the space for Promo Codes, write,
“HALF PRICE” and we will make the
changes, as I regret the cart is not smart
enough.  (Credit cards are not charged on-
line.  We do that manually.)

OR,

SALE NUMBER 2:
BUY $100 OR MORE OF ASTROLOGY CLASSICS

BOOKS, GET THEM ALL AT 40% OFF.
Rules:  You can only buy Astrology Clas-

sics, which are the 50 books we publish.  See
the complete list here.  No other books
qualify.  Your order must total at least $100,
(shipping extra).

On the second page of the shopping
cart, in the space for Promo Codes, write,
“40%” and we will make the changes, as I
regret the cart is not smart enough.  (Credit
cards are not charged on-line.  We do that
manually.)

Get $100 in books for $60.
Get $150 for $90.
Get $200 for $120, etc.

______________

Should you forget to write “half price”
or “40%”, send us an email as soon as you
can.  We will be happy to adjust, but you must
make your claim!

Take this opportunity to build your library
with the books you have long wanted.

Some selected

Astrology
Classics Books

Astrology
Classics Books

THE  SALES

A Text-Book of
L o n g - R a n g e
Weather Forecasting
– George McCor-
mack.  From 1947,
this is the ultimate
book on weather, from
a man who studied the
weather for nearly half
a century.  We found
it as hand-typed pages

in an old 3-binder.  The first publication had
been limited to 100 such copies, and had
nearly been lost.  Not only saved, but com-
pletely reset.  Predict your weather – weeks,
months, years in advance!  $19.95

Interpreting the
Eclipses – Robert
Carl Jansky.  One of
the best books on
eclipses.  Out of print
since the author’s
death in 1981, we
have brought it back.
Learn about the Me-
tonic Cycle and the
Saros Series, prenatals

and more.  Learn to use Transactional Analy-
sis in your eclipse analysis.  With case stud-
ies.  $17.95

The Encyclopaedia
of Medical Astrol-
ogy, by H.L. Cornell.
This is the 958 page
masterpiece from
1933.  Not only the
definitive book on as-
trology and medicine,
it is also a fascinating
astrological reference
in its own right.  As it

was compiled from many medieval refer-
ences, it is best used in conjunction with them,
when his many references will make sense.  In
a handsome paperback edition:  $69.95

forced to watch the murder in payment for
gambling debts, but a Moon in Pisces in the
8th would simply be psychologically de-
stroyed by the event.  Such is what my gut
told me, but I looked up Moon in Pisces,
Moon in the 8th in some books as a reality
check, to find my gut in good working order.

Note the very nice trine from OJ’s Moon
to his Sun, both in water, which is instinc-
tive and easy-going.  Throw in Jupiter in
Cancer for a grand trine.  Aren’t grand trines
evil?  Yes.  They make you lazy.  Astrologers
hate lazy.  Get out there and DO something!

The best, or rather, worst I can do is ob-
serve that the poor health of the wife would
put OJ at risk of imprisonment, as Saturn-
Pluto ruling the 7th can instigate, and Sun-
Mercury, in the same sign as the cusp of the
12th, with the Sun ruling the native overall,
puts OJ at risk of jail as a result.  Which in
fact is where he presently is, and where he
will probably remain.  You have the argu-
ment that jail was OJ’s “karmic fate” as
shown in his chart, but karma to me is the
consequence of the emotions of others, and if
racist police, for example, want smart-ass black
men in jail, then men with OJ’s 12th house are
at risk.

Which is why it is so important to for-
give your enemies as you may otherwise
eventually harm them.  Regardless of any
“guilt” on their part.  Many people hold
grudges that are mistaken.

WHAT about Nicole?  As it hap-
pens, she was born in Frankfurt,
her time comes from her official

birth documents, which are presumably Ger-
man.  Add twelve hours to her time and you
get a better mundane fit with OJ:

Nicole Simpson Brown, May 19, 1959,
2:00 pm, Frankfurt.  The synastry between
the two looks so-so.  Neither very good nor
very bad.  Oddly, Nicole’s death, which I
have at June 12, 1994, 10:40 pm, Beverly
Hills, CA, does not look in any way remark-
able in either Nicole’s or OJ’s charts.

For Nicole’s longevity, for both am and
pm versions, I get Moon as hyleg, Venus in a
succedent house as alcochoden, which gives
45 years.  Subtract 30 from Saturn’s opposi-
tion, add 12 from Jupiter’s trine and you get
a net of 27.  Nicole Simpson-Brown had just
turned 35.  Tragic.

One or more of you are certain to email
and tell me how I missed it, as I clearly have.
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